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Abst rac t - -The  paper is concerned with the existence of an almost-periodic solution of the system 
with deviating argument 
3(dx,t____~ =A(t)x(t)+f(t ,x(t) ) ,x(t -r l  ( t ) ) , . . . ,x ( t - f  k (t)), (1) 
dt 
such that the associated homogeneous linear system satisfies exponential dichotomy and deviations 
of the argument axe not restricted by any sign assumption. The exponential stability of the solution 
when the system is with delay argument isconsidered. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
Different aspects of the theory of Mmost-periodic solutions of quasi-linear differential equations 
with deviating argument, including applications, have been investigated by many authors [1-6]. 
The assumption that the associated linear equation has exponential dichotomy is one of the 
most important for the discussion. In [2], the problem was considered for functional differential 
equation when a matrix of coefficients is constant or periodic with respect o t ime variable t, 
and the argument is delay. Paper [3] deals with the existence of almost-periodic solutions of 
a system with unique and constant deviation. The aim of the present paper is to investigate 
the problem for system (1), where deviations and the matrix of coefficients are almost-periodic 
functions. Moreover, we assume that the equation is of mixed type [}7], that is, the derivative of x 
depends upon past as well as future values. One should emphasize that the general theory has 
not been considered for this type of equation as well as for equations with retarded argument or 
for systems of the neutral type [2,8]. 
Let N, ]~ be sets of all natural and real numbers, respectively, and I1" ]1 be the Euclidean norm 
in ]~,  n E N. Let s C ]~ be a positive number. We denote Gs = {x E R~llxl] <_ s} and G~ +1 = 
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G~ x G~... × Gs (that is, G k+l is k-times Cartesian product of as). Let a set C0(]R) (respectively, 
Co(R × G~ +~) for a given H E ]~, H > 0) be a set of all bounded and uniformly continuous on 
Gk+l) ~ and ~- e ~, R (respectively, on ]R × C~ +1) functions. For f E Co(]~) (respectively, Co(]~ × H /
the translate of f by T is the function Q~f = f(t+~-), t E R (respectively, Q~f(t, z) = f ( t+% z), 
(t, z) E I~ × C~4+1 ). A number r E ~ is called e-translation umber of a function f e C0(R) 
Gk+l) ~, if ][Q~f - fl[ < e, for every t E ]~((t, z) E ]~ × C~+1). A set S C R is said to be n j 
relatively dense, if there exists a number l > 0, such that [a, a + 1] n S ¢ 0, for all a E ]~. 
DEFINITION 1. A function f E Co(R)(Co(RX GkH+ I ) ) is called nn almost-periodic (almost-periodic 
in t uniformly with respect o z E Gk+1), if for every e ~ ~, e > 0, there exists a respectively 
dense set of e-translations of f. 
Denote by A~(R) (Ag(~ × G~+~)), the set of all such functions. The following assumptions 
will be needed throughout the paper. 
(C~) A(t) E ~t~°(~) is an n × n matrix, T i E A~O(~), j = l~'k. 
(C2) f E AP(]~ × G~+X), for every s E ]~, s > 0. 
(C~) 31 E ]~, l > 0, such that 
k 
IIf (t, zl) - f (t, z2)ll <- l ~ z{ - zJ2 , 
j=O 
z 0 where zi -= ( i , . . . , zk )  E ~n(k+l), i = 1,2. 
LEMMA 1. (See [9]. ) I f  f E ~[~(R x G~/+1) and ¢ E .zt~°(R), ¢ :  ]~ --~ G~/+1, then, f(t, ¢(t)) E 
A:P(~) and rood(f (t, ~p(t))) a rood(f, ~b). 
LEMMA 2. If ¢ 6 AP(R), then, ¢( t -  rj(t)) E A~°(R), j = 1, k, and mod(b( t -  Tj(t))) C 
mod(¢, rj). 
Lemma 2 follows immediately from Lerama 1, and since ¢(t - x) E A:P(]R × GH). 
Denote F$,¢(t) = f(t, ¢(t), ¢ ( t -  ~l(t)) , . . . ,  ~b(t- rk(t))), where ¢(t) e C0(]~). Using Lemmas 1 
and 2, it is easy to check that the following lemma is valid. 
LEMMA 3. I f f  C AT)(R × GkH +1) and ¢(t) C A~°(~), then, Ff,¢(t) E A~P(~) and mod(FL¢(t)) a 
rood(f, ¢, Tj, j = f:k). 
2. EXPONENTIAL  D ICHOTOMY AND 
ALMOST-PERIODIC  SOLUTIONS 
Let dx 
d---{ =A( t )x  (2) 
be the associated homogeneous linear system of (1). Assume that (2) satisfies exponential di- 
chotomy. That is, there exists a projection P and positive constants al, a2, K1, K2, such that 
ii X (t) P× -1 (s)II -< K1 exp ( -c r  1 (t - s ) ) ,  t >_ s, 
]]X(t)(I-P)X-l(s)l) <_K2exp(a2(s-t)), t<s, (s)  
where X(t) is a fundamental matrix of (2). 
Let 
f X(t)PX-I(s) ,  if t > s, 
G(t, s) l X( t ) (P -  I )X- l(s),  if t < s, 
be a Green's function of (2). 
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LEMMA 4. (See [9].) If  15 C AT)(]~), then, 
/? ¢ (t) = a (t, s) ¢ (s) ds 
oo 
is the almost-periodic function and mod(¢) C mod(A, 15). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that Conditions (C1)-(C3) are valid, equation (2) satisfies exponential 
dichotomy and 
tk ~+~ <1. 
Then, there exists a unique solution ¢(t) E AP(R) of (1) and rood(C) C mod(A, f ,  Tj, j = 1, k). 
PaooF.  Let ¢ = {15 ~ AP(R)I mod(15) C rood(A, f, ~-j, J = 'l,k)} be a complete metric space 
with sup-norm [1" ]1o. Define an operator (9 on 9, such that 
/? e (15 (t)) = a (t, s) F~,¢ (s) ds. 
oo  
Lemmas 3 and 4 imply that FL¢ e q and @ : q --* 9. If !bl, 152 e 9, then, 
110 (151 (t)) - @ (152 (t))ll <_ ./t_.~ X (t) PX-1 (s) (S:,V~ (s) - F:,¢2 ) (s) ds 
+ X (t) (I - P) X -1 (s) (F¢~ (s) - Ff,¢2 ) (s) 
_< lk ~ + ~ 1115~ (t) - 15~ (t)lto. 
Thus, O is a contractive operator and there exists a unique almost-periodic solution of the 
equation 
// ¢ (t) = G (t, s) Ff,¢ (s) ds, 
co  
'which is the solution of (1). The theorem is proved. | 
REMARK 2.1. Apparently, the general problem of existence of solutions for equations of mixed 
type has not been considered yet. Even for the case of advanced argument, there are certain 
difficulties if we try to define a solution for increasing t [10,11]. Hale remarked in [7] that 
"these equations eem to dictate that boundary conditions hould be specified in order to obtain 
a solution in the way as one does for elliptic partial differential equations". We regard the 
boundedness of the solution on ]R as a boundary condition in the proof of Theorem 1. Similar 
arguments were used in [12] to investigate various problems for ordinary and functional differential 
equations. Authors of [13] used this method to prove existence of a bounded solution for the 
equation of advanced type when t > to. 
3. EXPONENTIAL  STABIL ITY  
This section is concerned with the problem of exponential stability of the almost-periodic solu- 
tion of the system with delay argument. Then, all solutions of system (1) are continuous. Denote 
by X(t ,  s) = X( t )X - l ( s ) ,  the Cauchy matrix of (2). We will need the following assumptions. 
(C4) 3{a,b} C JR, b_> 1, a > O, such that []X(t,s)l ] < bexp( -a ( t - s ) ) ,  t > s. 
(C5) blk < a. 
Assume that Tj(t) > 0, j = "1,k and denote 70 = max{supt~-j(t), j = 1, k} > O, 
re(l) = 1 - exp(cr~'o)bl(k + 1)(a - a ) - l ,  where ~r C ~I, 0 < ~ < a, is fixed. 
(c6) .~(z) > 0. 
Conditions (C1)-(C6) and Theorem 1 imply that there exists a unique solution [0(t) c .4P(]~) 
of (1). Denote Co([to - % to]) the set of all continuous on [to - T, to] functions and let x(t, ¢), 
¢(t) e C0([t0 - r, to]) be a solution of (1), such that x(t, ¢) = ¢(t), t e [to - T, to]. 
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DEFINITION 2. The solution (o( t ) is called uni£ormly exponentiaIly stable, if there exJsts a number 
a E ]~, a > O, such that for every e > 0, there exists a number 5 = 5(e), such that the inequality 
maXto-~o<t_<to lie(t) - ~o(t)[] < 5 implies I]x(t,¢) - (0(t)[[ < eexp(-cr(t - to)), for alI t >_ to. 
REMARK 3.1. The definition of exponential stability [11] is slightly changed in Definition 2, so 
that the coefficient of exponential decay can be arbitrarily small. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (C1)-(C6) are valid. Then, the almost-periodic solution ~o(t) of (1) 
is uniformly exponentialIy stable. 
PROOF. One can see that v(t) = x(t, ¢) - (0(t) is a solution of the equation 
dv 
d-t -- A (t) v ÷ w (t, v (t)) ,v (t - zl ( t ) ) , . . .  ,v (t - Tk (t)), (4) 
where w satisfies 
k 
j=O 
i i  
= V 0 V k vi ( i , . . . ,  i )E  R n(k+l), i -- 1, 2. Thus, the problem of stability of ~o(t) is reduced to one for 
the zero solution of (4). Fix e > 0 and denote K(1, 5) = (b/m(l))5, where 5 e ]~, 5 > 0. Take 5 
so small, such that K(1, 5) < e. Assume, without any loss of generality, that to = 0. Let v(t, 7) 
be a solution of (1), such that ~(t) e C0([-~0,0]), Jl~(t)ll < 6, t e I-r0,0]. Denote g~ a set of all 
functions, which are defined on [-~0, oc) and, if ¢ e k0n, then, 
1) ¢(t) = y(t) for --TO _< t _< 0, 
2) ~b(t) is bounded and uniformly continuous on [0, ÷oo), and 
a) ll¢(t)ll < i f t  > 0. 
Define on fly v an operator H, such that, if ¢ E ~n, then, 
1 I¢= t 
Z(t,  0)7(0 ) ÷ X(t, s)F~,~(s) ds, otherwise. 
We shall show that II : ~n ~ ~n- Indeed, for t >_ 0, it is true that 
k+l 
fo lln¢ll _< bexp( -a t )~+ bexp( -a ( t - s ) ) lK ( l ,5 )  ~_exp( -c r (s -T j ( s ) ) )  ds j=O 
< exp ( -a t )  [b5 + (k + 1) eXPa_~(a._T0) blK (1, 5) ] _= K (l, 5) exp ( -o t ) .  
Differentiating II¢ on [0, c~), it is easy to show that  [II¢]' is bounded on [0, oo) and, hence, I I¢ 
is a uniformly continuous on [0, oo) function. 
Let ¢1,¢2 C ~n. Then, 
fo 
t btk 
IIYI¢I - H¢211 -< bexp ( -a  (t - s)) lk I1¢1 - ¢2111 ds ~ - -  sup ]1¢1 - ¢2N- 
a t_>0 
Using a contraction mapping axgument, one can conclude that there exists a unique fixed-point 
v(t, 7) of the operator H : ~n --* kOn, which is a solution of (4). The theorem is proved. | 
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